


What began as the dream of five young mothers to provide access to the 
highest quality in performing arts to children across Ontario has reached 
over 20 million young people; facilitated over 70,000 performances and 
workshops and toured to over 200 communities across Ontario with over 
235 companies and artists. 

For over 50 years, as a not for profit organization, Prologue has relied on 
the generosity of individuals, corporations and foundations that support 
our vision of bringing performing arts to young people across the 
province.

                   Dentons Canada LLP    PriceWaterhouseCoopers
          Royal Bank of Canada    The Henry White Kinnear Foundation

“It Was a Splendid Idea”

The idea was to introduce school 
children to the best in the performing 
arts – all school children, not just the 
lucky ones.  If every child’s brain 
needed exposure to the logic of 
grammar and arithmetic, didn’t every 
child’s imagination need exposure to 
the joys of dance, music, theatre, 
opera, puppetry and storytelling?  

                               It was a splendid idea…there                                                             
               should be professional performances in the      
       schools during regular school hours.   
                                         The miracle was that five young Toronto 
                                          mothers actually made it happen.  Over fifty 
                                          years later, Prologue to the Performing Arts/
                                          Prologue aux arts de la scène (Prologue) is still    
                               going strong with over 2,000 shows in Ontario 
                                       schools and communities 
                                     each year.
                                     

‘’Thank you for keeping 
the dream alive’’ 

DONATE ONLINE to support access to live performances for 
young people across Ontario! Search ‘’Prologue’’ 

at www.canadahelps.org
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We look forward 
to many more 
years of providing 
the highest quality 
live performing arts 
experiences to young 
people and their families 
across Ontario!

1-888-591-9092  -  www.prologue.org
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INDEX INDEX

Key: (P) Primary  (J) Junior  (I) Intermediate  (S) Senior (BIL) Bilingual version 
available  (FR) French version available  

Artist                             Grade Levels  FR/BIL            Availability        Pg. No.

Mike Ford                            JIS    FR/BIL  Year-round  18
 
Millan & Faye                             JI                Year-round  17
 
Nathalie Vachon                PJ       BIL               Year-round  24
 
Philippe Flahaut                              P    FR/BIL          Year-round  19
 
Quintroversy Woodwind   PJ    FR/BIL        Year-round  19 
Quintet
 
Rag & Bone Puppet                PJ         Oct/17 and Apr/18  30 
Theatre
 
Rukhsana Khan                             PJI                 Year-round  24
 
Shaun Boothe                             JI                   Limited  20
 
Silk Road Music                           PJIS    FR/BIL     May/18  21
 
Sitar Fusion                           PJIS                 Year-round  12
 
Sultans of String              PJIS       BIL                Year-round  20
 
Susanna Hamnett                IS                   Limited  7
 
Theatre Direct Canada                P                   Limited  29
 
TorQ Percussion Quartet PJIS     Nov/17 and Jan-June/18      7 / 22

Tottering Biped Theatre              PJS    FR/BIL  Oct-Dec/17           8 / 29

Tribal Vision Dance              PJIS                 Year-round  12
 
Trillium Brass Quintet              PJIS                 Year-round    23
 
wind in the leaves                S                   Limited              8 
collective 

Artist                              Grade Levels   FR/BIL  Availability        Pg. No.

All-Star Poets                             IS                    Limited   5
 
Ballet Creole                           PJIS                  Year-round              9

Bboyizm                           PJIS     FR/BIL              Feb-Mar/18                 10
 
Cadence                           PJIS                    Limited          13
 
Canada’s Ballet Jörgen                PJ     FR/BIL       Oct/17 and May/18            10
 
Chris McKhool                             PJ                  Year-round  14
 
CréaSon                             PJI     FR/BIL                Limited              15
 
DuffleBag Theatre                PJIS       BIL                 Year-round  25
 
Edith Tankus                             PJ                 Spring 2018  26
 
Emerita Emerencia                P                     Feb/18  23
 
Esmeralda Enrique                JI                  Year-round  11
Spanish Dance Company
 
Fana Soro                            PJIS     FR/BIL                Limited  15
 
Faustwork Mask Theatre  PJIS     FR/BIL   Year-round  26
 
Infinitus                                         PJIS       Nov/17 and Apr-May/18        16

Ivan Coyote                              IS                    Limited  6
 
Jack Grunsky                              PJ        BIL                Year-round  17
 
Jack and Cosima Grunsky    PJ        BIL             Year-round  16
 
Leslie McCurdy                             PJIS                    Limited  27
 
Little Pear Garden Dance    PJI                    May/18  11
Company
 
Little Red Barnes Theatre    JIS                    Limited  28

1-888-591-9092  -  www.prologue.org
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New 
Artist               Ivan’s one-person show, One In 

             Every Crowd, was conceived 
             and written with an eye for 
           audiences in middle and secondary 
            schools. This performance blends 
            humour, family myth and high 
            school politics to challenge youth 
            to take an honest look at bullying 
            and how we can all play an active 
           part in creating safer schools for 
          everyone. Inspiring, and full of heart, 
         One in Every Crowd is about 
        embracing and celebrating difference 
      and feeling comfortable in one’s 
   own skin.

      One in Every Crowd

         •  Identity, difference and gender sensitivity
         • Social dynamics in school environments

Ivan Coyote is an author, filmmaker, and storyteller who has performed at arts and music 
festivals from Anchorage to Amsterdam and Australia. For over 15 years, Ivan has toured 
throughout schools and universities performing their story-based anti-bullying work, 
teaching creative writing and performance skills to youth, and talking to teachers and 
school administrators about how to make schools safer for LGBTQ students, faculty and 
employees. Ivan’s work often grapples with the complex and intensely personal issues 
of gender identity, as well as topics such as family, class, social justice and queer 
liberation.

AUD. MAX 600(Crowd)/60(Rainbow)/ School fee $899+HST
(Crowd)/$799+HST(Rainbow)/  WS

Brendan McLeod has been hosting poetry slams for over a decade. He is a former 
Canadian SLAM poetry champion and World SLAM runner-up, known for his 

comedic timing, passion and energy. Brendan has taught spoken word at 
Langara College, is an active youth arts educator with several organizations 

across the country, and has been the Poet of Honour at Canadian Spoken 
Word Festivals. 

                 AUD. MAX 500/ School fee $840+HST/ WS   

                           • Spoken word as a means for 
                              expressing emotions, thoughts 
                               and social critique     
                             • Critical appreciation for poetry as a 
                                 living, breathing, art form

                                              In this performance hosted by 
                                             Brendan McLeod featuring other 
                                             SLAM poetry champions, professional 
                                             poets compete for top honours in 
                                            front of student judges. This school
                                            tested program illustrates how poetry 
                                            can be a powerful tool for 
                                            self-expression and social 
                                            commentary, as the performers 
                                            channel the crowd’s energy into a 
                                            shared sense of community and 
                                             deeper appreciation for the art form.  

SLAM!

                                                         This workshop includes a short reading and discussion 
                                             crafted specifically for LGBTQ2S youth. The session is 
designed for smaller groups of up to 60 students drawn from the school’s queer, trans or 
questioning community, and when appropriate, students from social justice classes or 
student leadership groups, as well as ally teachers and staff. Ivan reads some relevant 
personal stories and facilitates a question and answer period to enable students to speak 
about their own experiences and challenges and joys at school. From the discussion, 
participants create a list of ideas on how to foster alliances and build a safer school 
culture for all.

        Somewhere Over the Rainbow Sticker

NEW! Secondary School Programming (9-12)      
                                                                                   
      • Engage your students with specifically designed performances 
         and workshops
      • Explore contemporary issues related to social justice
      • Discuss issues such as mental health, racism and gender sensitivity

Prologue’s 2017-2018 programming offers performances and workshop
(See pages 31-32 for a full list) specifically designed for secondary school 
students.  Resource materials are provided to enhance the performance 
experience and deepen the conversation.
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                                                       Limited Availability  

Limited Availability 

“I think the narrative is one of the most powerful tools we have as 
humans and you are a tremendous storyteller. I have attended a lot of 
school assemblies and heard a lot of guest speakers, but never have I 
heard a presentation that was so real and relatable; your humility 
and humour make us want to listen to your message. I know our 
students will be changed because of what you had to say.” 
–Heidi, Learning Support Teacher
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Intermediate 

Senior 

(BIL) Bilingual version available
  
(FR) French version available

(WS) Workshop available  

Artist Page Key
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New 
Show

New 
Artist

New 
Artist

           Susanna Hamnett

New 
Show

wind in the leaves collective is an interdisciplinary group whose work is based on 
the poetry of its Artistic Director, charles smith. Dance, music and video are 
incorporated to create multi-textured illustrations of contemporary concerns. 
The collective’s body of work explores themes of transnationalism, diaspora, glo-
balization, as well as the use/abuse of power and subsequent processes 
of marginalization.  

            This interdisciplinary performance offers 
              insights into the intergenerational 
               conflicts and challenges of a family 
                emigrating from the Caribbean to 
                North America. Through video, music, 
                dance and spoken word poetry, this 
                piece offers a powerful means to 
                engage students on the challenges 
               of displacement, racism, poverty and 
              violence, as well as resilience in the 
             face of these adversities. 

A Piece of Twisted Steel

      • Individual and collective struggles 
 
  • Diversity, identity, power, and 
    social dynamics

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $984+HST/ WS  

Trevor Copp was a full-time Ballroom dance instructor and Latin/Ballroom 
champion. He retired from teaching to pursue his love of theatre and now runs 
Tottering Biped Theatre, in Burlington, Ontario. Jeff Fox works as a full-time 
instructor, choreographer, and competitor.  Jeff has taught hundreds of 
students and has won professional titles in American Smooth, Rhythm, 
Theatre Arts, and Showdance.

               ‘Liquid Lead Dancing’ is a gender 
                 neutral system of partner dancing 
                 created by Trevor Copp and Jeff Fox. 
                 Trevor and Jeff deliver a talk and 
                 workshop promoting the idea of 
                 gender equality in dance and life. 
                 In this convention-breaking 
                performance, they demonstrate 
              ‘Liquid Lead’ dance technique in 
             salsa, Rumba, and Waltz, and invite 
           students to try it out for themselves.

Liquid Lead: Gender Neutral 
Partner Dancing

           • Social conventions and gender 
             norms 
    • Movement in partner dancing

AUD. MAX 150/ School fee $960+HST/ 

Susanna Hamnett trained and collaborated with master clowns John Turner and 
Michael Kennard in Toronto, and has worked with various theatre companies 
throughout the UK and Europe. She is a committed artist-educator who has 

continuously sought to develop a unique theatrical voice that brings 
together disparate passions and disciplines.

            AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $795+HST/ WS

                                           What if the story of King Lear were 
                                          told by his closest companion? Nearly
                                       Lear uses exuberant storytelling, music 
                                          and film, as well as Shakespeare’s rich 
                                          poetic text to take its audience into 
                                          the heart of this great and tragic 
                                          story. In this one-woman tour-de-
                                          force, Susanna Hamnett plays the 
                                           Fool and every other character to tell 
                                           a personal and poignant story while 
                                            upending expectations of what a 
                                            Shakespeare play ‘should’ be. 

Nearly Lear

Canada’s premiere percussion ensemble, TorQ Percussion Quartet is renowned 
for their engaging performances and advocacy work in music education. 
Richard Burrows, Adam Campbell, Jamie Drake, and Daniel Morphy are 

faculty members of the Durham Integrated Arts Camp, frequent educational 
collaborators with Soundstreams Canada, and present master classes in 

high schools and universities across the country.

                       AUD. MAX 350 School fee $900+HST/ WS  

                           • Career education and guidance  
                            • Professions in the performing arts

                                           Figuring out a path in life can be
                                          daunting, especially when it 
                                         comes to finding a fulfilling career. 
                                         Specifically aimed at secondary 
                                         students trying to determine their 
                                         next step, this presentation offers an 
                                         opportunity to get firsthand accounts 
                                         and performances from four master 
                                         musicians. The percussionists discuss 
                                          their experiences in pursuing their 
                                          passions to build successful careers as 
                                           arts educators and professional touring
                                           artists.

Paving Your Own Path

                         • Critically engaging with creative 
                             and original adaptations of classic 
                              literature  
                               • Solo performance and character 
                                development through voice and posture 
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                          Limited Availability Available Oct-Dec/17 

                                   Available Nov/17 and Jan-June/18 Limited Availability  
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New 
Show

 General  Programming  (K-6, 7-8, 9-12)
            
  Prologue performances …

     • Inspire students to explore the world around them
     • Deepen the impact of units of study to enhance curriculum
     • Introduce students to a variety of cultural expressions 
     • Create opportunities to celebrate unique and similar traditions 

  All performance listings include key themes and relevant curriculum connections. 
   Study guides are also provided for all performances to support deeper 
    engagement before, during and after a presentation.  Some artists also offer 
     workshops for additional skill development - see p. 31-32 for a full list of all 
      available options.

Inspiring and connecting with Canadians for over 25 years, Canada’s Ballet Jörgen 
makes ballet and Canadian choreography a meaningful part of Canadians’ lives 
through performance, education, and community engagement. Reaching  
every province with over 600 events annually, they ensure communities of all 
sizes have access to a ballet experience that is recognized for its 
innovation, warmth and beauty. 

          B-boying and B-girling (Breakdancing) 
            was born in the early 1970s with roots 
             in Funk music and contemporary 
              African American culture. B-boy Crazy 
              Smooth and his powerful company of 
               dancers take you on a trip through 
               the evolution of the dance form, 
               featuring an interactive dance battle 
               where the audience picks the winner!

The Evolution of B-boying

         • Roots of contemporary and 
          urban dance
      • Dance as a creative and 
   personal means to express 
thoughts and emotions

Yvon Soglo (a.k.a. B-boy Crazy Smooth), is one of Canada’s top street dancers. 
His professional experience includes instructing Cirque du Soleil acrobats 
and performing at the Nancy Jazz Pulsations Festival in France. His work 
is dedicated to promoting and preserving the true essence of all 
street dances and sharing his philosophy that if one is truly 
expressing oneself, their dance will most definitely be impressive.

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $1,020+HST/ FR/ BIL/
WS Available Feb-Mar/18 

            Dancers bring to life this renowned 
              story of a boy and his love for a 
               stuffed rabbit that eventually comes 
                to life. Choreographer Kathleen Rea 
                 has created a fairy tale dance piece 
                 based on Margery Williams’s popular 
                 children’s book The Velveteen 
                Rabbit, which focuses on the 
                 importance of friendship, love and 
                the discovery of what is real. 

The Velveteen Rabbit

      • Dance as a means of storytelling       
   • Imagination, rhythm and                                           
       movement

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $822+HST/ FR/ BIL/ WS 
Available Oct/17 and May/18

Ballet Creole was founded in 1990 by Patrick Parson, a Trinidadian-born dancer, 
choreographer, drummer and educator. The company is committed to creating a 

dance legacy in Canada through performance and educational projects. 
Ballet Creole’s versatile dancers and musicians perform traditional and 

contemporary dance and music from around the world, with a particular 
emphasis on the Afro-Caribbean diaspora.

                    AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $840+HST/ WS
                                                        Available Year-round

                           • Dance as a means of social 
                               expression       
                            • Evolution of dance and music             
                    through cross-cultural migration     
                                and contact

                                               Ballet Creole’s exhilarating dances 
                                               open up a world where music and 
                                               movement inspire and motivate. 
                                              Saraka is a drum fête in which dancers 
                                              become drummers and drummers 
                                              become dancers as the spirits are 
                                              implored to partake in offerings of 
                                             food, prayer, song, and dance. 
                                              Toukande is a special presentation for
                                              Black History Month that explores the 
                                              vibrant cultural heritage of Guinea’s 
                                               Malinke people!

Saraka and Toukande
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          Explore First Nations history and 
           traditions and confront stereotypes in 
            this high-energy, multidisciplinary 

performance. Visions of Turtle Island 
includes live singing, dancing, and 

            video and image presentations to 
            help explain the dances and illustrate 

              the cultural experience of First 
             Nations peoples in Canada. The 
            performance ends with the traditional 
           Hoop Dance which embodies a  
          message of interconnectedness.

Visions of Turtle Island

• Meaning and symbolism of First
        Nations stories, dance and regalia

• Respect and responsibility for the
   natural world

Tribal Vision Dance is a family dance troupe from the Six Nations of the Grand 
River Territory. The group is comprised of champion singers and dancers with 
a wealth of knowledge and experience to share with young audiences and 
families to build a deeper understanding and appreciation of First 
Nations culture.

AUD. MAX 500/ School fee $900+HST/ WS 
Available Year-round 

Founded in 1994 and based in Toronto, Little Pear Garden Dance Company 
(LPGDC) is Canada’s foremost company of traditional and contemporary Chinese 

dance. LPGDC is committed to developing and promoting Chinese dance in 
Canada through the production and presentation of performances, lectures, 

workshops, demonstrations and exhibitions at local and national levels. 

AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $1,020+HST
                                                            Available May/18

In this story exploring the creation of 
cave paintings along the Silk Road, 
students follow the Chinese Empire’s
best painter as he travels and is 
inspired by the many cultures along
the way. This visually stunning 
performance introduces students to
the history of the Silk Road through 
classic Chinese storytelling and dance,
and includes audience participation to 
learn some basic movements from a 
number of ethnic dance styles.

Tales of Goddesses and a Painter

The award-winning Esmeralda Enrique Spanish Dance Company (EESDC) was 
founded in 1982 and has a history rooted in flamenco and Spanish classical 

    dance. Passionate and driven, EESDC continues to enthrall audiences 
through its commitment to imaginative choreography, artistic excellence 

and an ever expanding repertoire that has earned both critical and 
popular acclaim across Canada.

           AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $720+HST/ WS 
Available Year-round

                   In this lively performance by 
                  Esmeralda Enrique and two additional
                 dancers, students learn about Spain’s 
                 rich cultural history and traditions 
                 through the percussive footwork and
                 rhythms that are unique to flamenco 
                 and Spanish classical dance. The 
                 performers demonstrate the use of 
                 castanets, fans, shawls and hand 

clapping (‘palmas’) and invite 
audience members to try some of 
these special skills.

Journey to Spain

 Sitar Fusio
n

         Through captivating music, dance, and 
            narrative, Anwar Khurshid and 
             Geneviève Beaulieu dramatize the 
             journey of the great medieval traveler,
             Ibn Battuta, as documented in his 

book Rihla.  With the help of the 
audience, they will trace Battuta’s 
route through North Africa, the 

             Middle East, and Asia, showcasing 
            the languages, cultures, stories, and 
           songs of the regions.

In the Footsteps of Ibn Battuta

• Early Societies

• Specific and shared forms of
   cultural expression across communities

Sitar Fusion is an eclectic gathering of internationally acclaimed artists promoting 
cultural diversity and understanding through classical Indian music and dance.  
Experience the magic of Anwar Khurshid’s sitar, Geneviève Beaulieu’s interpretive 
dance, and Demetri Petsalakis’ oud and lyra as the three artists come together 
from Pakistan, Québec, and Greece to take you on an unforgettable journey 
across the world.

AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $750+HST
Available Year-round  

• Introduction to Spanish culture
                            
• Technical footwork and hand

movements specific to classical and 
regional dance forms

 and history

• Introduction to Chinese culture
                  
• Dance as a means of storytelling

and history
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             Green Toronto Award of Excellence 
winner and EcoSchools champion 
Chris McKhool gets kids clapping 
and singing while raising 
awareness about the importance 
of conservation. Featuring songs 
from his appearances on Mr. 
Dressup and YTV’s Treehouse, 
Chris takes his audience beyond 
the 3 Rs of environmentalism to a 

new level of understanding of our 
global ecological connection to 

             forests, air, water and animals. 
           Everyone leaves feeling that they can 
         really make a difference. 100% fun!

  Earth, Seas and Air

• Celebrating diversity through music (focus on folk instruments)
• Respect for the environment and diverse ecosystems

JUNO Nominee and Canadian Folk Music Award Winner Chris McKhool is hailed as 
“Canada’s greatest eco-troubadour for young people,” delighting audiences with 
infectious songs for over two decades, reaching over one million children! His passion
for exploring rhythms and melodies has led him to the far corners of the world, 
collecting instruments and styles everywhere he goes. Chris also leads JUNO 
nominated band Sultans of String (see p. 20) All of Chris’ shows feature original songs 
from his appearances on Mr. Dressup, YTV’s Treehouse, TVOntario and CBC.

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $495+HST 
Available Year-round 

Cadence has been entertaining audiences worldwide for nearly 20 years with their 
innovative jazz arrangements, genre-hopping covers and eclectic originals. 

This quintessential a cappella quartet has played to sold-out concert halls, jazz 
festivals, and has been featured on television and syndicated radio stations all over 

the world. Their three-time JUNO-nominated albums have been met with wide critical 
acclaim and continue to delight audiences of all ages.

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $780+HST/ WS 
Limited Availability   

• Versatility of the human voice
• Musical arrangements and interpretations

                          Take a trip through time with 
                          Cadence as they survey over 100
                         years of vocal music in 50 minutes!
                        Experience their vocal talents in 
                        styles spanning Gregorian Chant, 
                       Classical, Choral, Jazz, Doo-Wop, 
                       Rock and Blues. Expect high-

                                                  energy antics, mind blowing 
                      instrument imitations and lots of
                     audience participation. 

A Cappella Time Machine

                    Impressive vocal arrangements, a splash 
                    of choreography and the soul of stand-up 
                   comics are combined in this lively performance
                   that illustrates how the voice is the most versatile
                    of all instruments.

Four Men, Four Mics, No 
Instruments

                   Get into the holiday spirit as this charming quartet ushers in the winter season with     
heartwarming “a cappella” versions of yuletide classics and other celebratory songs.  

Cool Yule

Celebrate the diverse multicultural mosaic of 
Canada through music! Songs about Bodhi Day, 

Chanukah, Chinese New Year, Christmas, Diwali, Eid al-Fitr, Kwanzaa, Ramadan and 
Winter Solstice provide a vibrant window into many cultures from around the world.

(All performances include a FREE CD)

    Celebrate! Holidays of the 
Global Village
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“Today we had the performance of our lives. Cadence was so
 absolutely amazing it is hard to imagine they are truly real. Not a 

child left the room without feeling the Music in them. 
Today’s performers asked our students many questions, and 

they prompted our students to Think with their Artistic Brain.
 I am proud to know that I have been able to help our

 children see such beauty.” –Keith Scott, Teacher

“Many have tried but none have come as close to capturing what it 
means to truly celebrate multiculturalism as Chris McKhool. The 
Toronto singer-songwriter epitomizes what many Canadians have 
come to love about this country.” - Deanne Fisher, City Parent

“He was entertaining, engaging and the music was great.  
I loved the instruments he used from around the world.  
I received a lot of positive feedback from the teachers and the 
students who really enjoyed his performance.”
– Jeannie Ueno, Principal Re
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“Yamo! Yamo!” (“Hello! How are you 
doing!” in Baoulé) from the 
charismatic ambassador of West 
African culture! In this dynamic and 

             interactive performance, Fana Soro, 
a hereditary master musician of the 
Senoufo people, shares the musical 
traditions of his home country to 
showcase the soaring melodies, 
driving rhythms and spirited dances 
of ancient West African performing arts. 

  Yamo! Yamo! Greetings from 
West Africa!

• Music, dance and percussion
instruments of West Africa          

• French cultures around the world

Fana Soro is a musician, dancer and educator from the Ivory Coast, where he was a 
member of the prestigious Ballet National de Côte d’Ivoire. He is the creative 

director of the performance group Masabo in Vancouver. Since 1997, Fana has 
been a cultural ambassador for West Africa, bringing his vast experience of 

engaging students to over a hundred Canadian schools every year.

    AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $660+HST/ FR/BIL/WS
Limited Availability  

           This original performance focuses on 
             listening skills to illustrate various 

elements of classical music, such as 
the identical but distinct parts of a 
canon, or the imagery and mood of a 
Scottish lament. The trio of musicians 
seamlessly combines violin, viola, and 
cello (with a hint of vocal beatbox) 

through a repertoire that ranges from 
             the frenetic energy of Flight of the 
            Bumblebee to the rhythmic 
           complexities of hip-hop. 

From Handel to Hip-Hop

• Elements of composition in music     
• Appreciation for diverse musical

    genres

AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $970+HST 
Available Nov/17 and Apr-May/18

CréaSon is the brain child of Sylvain Grenier, a musician with boundless 
imagination for whom the vast choice of existing instruments was not enough. 

With his long-time collaborator Alain Quirion, he transforms  hockey sticks 
and tin cans into “xylo-hockeys” and “cans o’fun,” to create new sounds 

and get people on their feet to save the planet!

   AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $1,020 +HST/ FR/BIL 
Limited Availability   

               • Respect for the environment
               • Exploring new rhythms and sounds

           

                    What if a junkyard is just an orchestra 
                   waiting for musicians? Combining 
                  ‘reuse and recycle’ with musical 
                   innovation, CréaSon’s 
                  environmentally-focused approach to 
                  percussion instruments encourages 
                  audiences to explore their creativity 
                  and musicality while reducing their 
                  ecological footprint. All the 
                  instruments in this interactive 
                   performance are made out of recycled
                   and repurposed materials. Get ready to 
                    celebrate with this energetic and 
                     energizing “environmusical”!

Eco-Logical Show!

Infinitus is a Vancouver-based beatboxing string trio. Violist Anthony Cheung, 
cellist Alex Cheung and violinist John “Adidam” Littlejohn are known for their 
unique sound and upbeat performance style. With a repertoire featuring 
classical standards and original jazz/hip-hop arrangements, the 
critically-acclaimed company has quickly become one of North America’s 
premier chamber groups.

Drawing on a vast repertoire of finely 
crafted original songs, Jack and 
Cosima Grunsky have joined forces in 
a new fun-filled interactive program 
featuring a wide range of instruments.

Jack and Cosima’s gentle approach to 
engaging students with their unique 

brand of family music traditions will 
inspire, teach respect and nurture a 

sense of self-worth, and community 
spirit. 

Like Father, Like Daughter:  
 Family Music Traditions

• Songs for learning and self-discovery
• Sharing traditions and singing

together

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $790+HST BIL
Available Year-round 

Jack Grunsky is a renowned Juno award-winning children’s performer who has 
charmed young audiences for over three decades.  Cosima Grunsky has grown up 
with and through music, performing alongside her father since she was eight years 
old. With her angelic voice and strong musicality, Cosima has evolved 
into a dynamic solo artist, delighting young children with her unique 
“Cozy Music” brand.  
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New 
Artist

         Mike Ford takes audiences on a 
           break-neck tour of Canadian 
            history through explorers’ tales, 
              First Nations lore, the War of 
              1812, rebellions, early English-
               French relations, Confederation, 
               and a decade-by-decade 
               examination of the country’s 
              explosive 20th century. Journey 
              into the nation’s past, as grade-level 
            curriculum is brought to life across 
           multiple viewpoints in story and song!

Canada Needs You!

         • Social and political change throughout 
            Canadian History
         • French and English culture in early Canada

Mike Ford is a bilingual JUNO-nominated solo artist who has released five acclaimed 
albums of Canadian history-inspired songs. His fast-paced curriculum-focused concerts 
are adapted to meet the specific needs of grade levels. Using thought-provoking 
lyrics, personal anecdotes, humour, and his nearly encyclopedic knowledge of 
Canadian History, Mike has carved a niche for himself as an artist committed to 
inspiring young people towards a greater interest in Canada’s past, and a stronger 
investment in its present and future. 

AUD. MAX 90/ School fee 1 show $324 + HST/  2 shows 
$468 + HST/ 3 shows $624 + HST/ FR/ BIL/ WS
Available Year-round 

Jack Grunsky has been creating and sharing music with children for over 25 years. 
His fifteen recordings have received several prestigious children’s media awards 

including 4 JUNOs! Jack’s work draws on a variety of genres and integrates 
sounds, rhythms and instruments from around the globe, to encourage young 

people to explore and care about the world they live in. 

        AUD. MAX 240/ School fee $1,200+HST/ BIL
                                               Available Year-round

                           • Elements of musical 
                               performance      
                            • Music and community

                                              In this two-day residency, eight classes
                                              work closely with singer-songwriter
                                             Jack Grunsky to prepare and present 
                                             a concert. Each class works on a song      
                                             and activity prior to Jack’s arrival and          
                                             rehearses with him throughout the 
                                             first day. On the second day, Jack 
                                             brings the groups together for a 
                                             school performance that is repeated 
                                             for friends and families in the evening.

It’s Showtime! RESIDENCY

                                                                         Étienne Brûlé Returns takes audiences 
                                                                      from 17th century Wendake/Huronia to 
                                                                  present-day Toronto, through the eyes of 
                                                            the first European explorer to venture across our 
                                                    country. With his memorable original songs, Mike 
Ford recreates the amazement and wonder of the ‘’voyageur’’, while questioning what 
we have become and all that has been lost. A journey of discovery and linguistic and 
personal rediscovery, Étienne Brûlé Returns is an interactive song-cycle that honors 
Ontario’s Francophone origins. This performance is only available in French or bilingual 
versions.

Étienne Brûlé Returns

Soprano Kyra Millan and pianist Tina Faye are passionate educators whose 
partnership was born out of the Canadian Opera Company’s outreach and 

education department six years ago. Millan & Faye have performed in small 
and large venues across Ontario, including The Four Seasons Centre, the 

Muskoka Concert Association, and the Ottawa International Chamber 
Music Festival.

               AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $790+HST/ WS
                                                  Available Year-round

                           • Introduction to technical, artistic and 
                               production elements of opera     
                            • Risk-taking, and developing self-confidence

                                             From Twinkle to Stardom explores      
                               the challenges and fears that must be 
                                             faced on the road to becoming a 
                                             performing artist. Combining high-
                                             level artistry with meaningful 
                                             storylines, this effervescent and 
                                              irreverent performance uses humour 
                                              to introduce young people to the 
                                              wacky and wonderful world of opera. 
                                               Audiences actively participate as the 
                                               Orchestra, the Chorus, and even as 
                                               the heroes and antagonists in 
                                                 improvised opera scenes!

From Twinkle to Stardom: 
A Comedic Welcome to the 
Opera!
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“His passion for learning about history, the geography of our country, 
our two official languages and the origins of our languages were just a 
few of the aspects he touched on as he amazed us with his playing and 
singing. It was a great pleasure to see him again.”
–Cheryl Hockin, Teacher
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          In this inspiring multimedia performance 
            and motivational journey, Shaun Boothe

discusses strength, character, media, 
and issues of identity/diversity. 
Through biographical rap songs that 
capture the achievements of 
influential figures such as Terry Fox, 
Malala Yousafzai, and Muhammed 

Ali, Shaun repackages history in a 
way that connects with students and 

             reinforces the importance of living a 
             meaningful life.

Live Your Legacy

• Models of leadership and
        resilience in the face of adversity       

• Hip-hop as a means to inspire
youth to find and follow their own 
paths to success

Shaun Boothe is an award-winning hip hop artist, a TEDx speaker, and the 
creator of The Unauthorized Biography Series, a critically-acclaimed musical 
project that celebrates some of the world’s greatest cultural icons through 
biographical rap songs. Shaun has built on the success of the Bio Series to 
break new ground as a lecturer across campuses nationwide.

AUD. MAX 400/ School fee $660+HST 
Limited Availability 

             Led by violinist Chris McKhool, this 
thrilling performance presents a sonic 
tapestry of world music that explores 
styles, harmonies and melodies from 
around the globe. Together with 
students, the group combines 
Spanish flamenco, Arabic folk, East 
Coast fiddling, Cuban rhythms and 

Gypsy-jazz, in a collaboration that 
breaks down the barriers that divide 

us and provides a model for peace.

A World of Music

• Celebrating diversity through
music

• Exploring and fusing musical styles

AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $780+HST/ BIL 
Available Year-round  

Quintroversy is a Toronto-based woodwind quintet. The group was formed 
with the mission to introduce classical music to young people. All five 

instrumentalists were exposed to classical music at a young age and have 
made music their passion, as well as their career, performing in solo, chamber 

and orchestral settings.  

             AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $900+HST/ FR/BIL 
Available Year-round

• Music as a means to create mood
and characters for storytelling

• Versatility of woodwind instruments

In this adaptation of Prokofiev’s 
enchanting tale, the audience hears 
how a flute can become a bird, a 
clarinet becomes a cat, and how 
through music and teamwork, Peter 
can save his friends from the big bad 
wolf. With their instrumental 
playfulness, Quintroversy and 
narrator Daniel Wheeler redefine 
classical music for a new generation, 
inviting young imaginations to take 
part in this timeless story in a fun and  
open atmosphere. 

Peter and The Wolf

Three-time JUNO Award Nominees and Canadian Folk Music Awards Winners, 
Sultans of String have been called “the very epitome of world music: no 
boundaries, no rules”. They have played on BBC TV, Irish National Radio and 
SiriusXM in Washington. From CBC’s Canada Live, to the Birdland Jazz Club 
in NYC, to Roy Thompson Hall with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, 
they’ve done it all!

Philippe Flahaut is a singer-songwriter from France who has written many songs for 
the television series Mini TFO (e.g. Les bobos, Le plus petit, Les couleurs 

primaires, and La valse de l’automne). “Monsieur Philippe” has been touring 
his lively and engaging performances for over ten years in French schools 

and daycares throughout the Greater Toronto Area. 

          AUD. MAX 60/ School fee $300+HST/ FR/BIL       
        Available Year-round

                • Songs for self-discovery and
                       learning vocabulary       
                • Singing and playing in unison

            

                    With his guitar in one hand and a 
                  suitcase filled with surprises in the 
                 other, Monsieur Philippe takes you 
                 on a voyage with traditional songs 
                 from France and Canada. Each 
                 performance is adapted for audience 
                 grade levels as Philippe uses 
                 drawings, knickknacks, and other 
                  accessories to help early learners 
                   participate, and understand the songs 
                    while having fun! Available in French 
                    or bilingual versions only. 

The Great Adventure of 
Monsieur Philippe

2019
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                                        Silk Road Music TorQ Percussion Qua
rte

t

New 
Show

                                                                                  In this “show-and-tell” 
                                                                                 performance, TorQ Percussion 
                                                                                  Quartet uses a vast collection of 
                                                                                   unusual instruments sourced from
                                                                                   unexpected places and materials 
                                                                                   to bring together sounds from 
                                                                                the human and natural world. Watch 
                                                                              as the artists draw inspiration from 
                                                                            the traditional instruments of different 
                                                                         cultures as well as modern objects meant 
                                                                       to mimic nature (like squeaky toys) to 
                                                                    create TorQ’s unique style of music. 
                                                                 Students have the opportunity to choose 
                                                            some of the instruments the artists play and sing
                                                     along using vocal percussion. By teaching key 
                                              listening skills and improvisation techniques, TorQ 
demonstrates the endless possibilities of percussion!

From Far And Wide: 
   Percussionists’ Journey     
      Through Listening and  
        Sound

         • Introduction to percussion instruments
         • Joy of making music together through improvisation and 
            creativity

Canada’s premiere percussion ensemble TorQ Percussion Quartet continues to 
bring new vitality to the percussion repertoire. Renowned for their engaging 
performances, members Richard Burrows, Adam Campbell, Jamie Drake, and 
Daniel Morphy are strong advocates for music education. They are faculty 
members of the Durham Integrated Arts Camp, are frequent educational 
collaborators with Soundstreams Canada, and present master classes and 
workshops in high schools and universities across the country. 

AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $900+HST/ WS
Available Nov/17 and Jan-June/18

Silk Road Music consists of Qiu Xia He from Shaanxi, China and André Thibault, 
a Montrealer with Acadian roots. For over twenty years, the award-winning ensemble 

has been smashing conventional perceptions surrounding Chinese music by taking 
traditional instruments in new artistic directions. Their pioneering musical fusions have 
merged Chinese folk and classical genres with Brazilian, Jazz, Celtic, Spanish, Arabic, 

Aboriginal and Blues music. 

                  AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $600+HST/ FR/BIL
                                                            Available May 2018  

                           • Combining musical styles and traditions from different cultures       
                           • Introduction to instruments of Asia, and French music around the world

                                                 In this musical adventure, two artists 
                                                 present traditional instrumental 
                                                pieces, original compositions and 
                                                Chinese folk songs performed in 
                                               English, Mandarin and Spanish. 
                                              The traditional Chinese pipa (lute) 
                                              is joined in mesmerizing 
                                             multicultural duets with instruments
                                             from around the world such as the 
                                            Flamenco guitar, Indian flute, and 
                                            the Middle Eastern Oud.

China Speaks Your Language

                                               Jou Tou presents French music with a more global 
                                               and cosmopolitan perspective. This performance delivers 
                                               a sampling of how French culture has mixed with musical traditions 
                                              around the world, from Vietnam to Madagascar and the Americas, to create 
                                              spellbinding new arrangements. Audiences will be transported from the cafés of Paris 
                                              to the Casbahs of Cairo and discover the beauty of cultural exchange. This performance 
                                              is only available in French or bilingual versions.

Jou Tou-French Traditional 
Songs from Around the World

This performance is an exploration of how music can be made anytime, anyplace, 
anywhere, with anything and everything. TorQ’s master percussionists take seemingly 
ordinary, everyday objects (kitchen utensils, wooden planks, old car parts, even the 
keys in their pockets!) and transform them into an orchestra of musical instruments. 
With a focus on improvisation and audience participation, this performance 
encourages students to explore a world of sounds without limits.

   Everything AND the Kitchen Sink!
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“Spectacle très apprécié par tous! Belle approche et diversité musicale, 
grande virtuosité des musiciens!” –Enseignante, Toronto

“I was so excited to have you in our school. [The] performers 
had such a command of their artistry and also the skills to entertain 

and engage an audience.” -Principal, North York

“It was the best performance ever! The guys related to the kids, and the 
performance had humour and was creative and very informative. I loved 
that they gave teachers ideas during the performance.” 
–Jill Norman, Principal
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         Follow Nathalie as she spins original 
           tales that engage, inspire and make 
             audiences fall in love with storytelling. 
             This mesmerizing and funny 
              performance takes everyone on an 

            interactive ride through folktales from 
            around the world, adventures told in 

rhyme, and modern fairy tales with a 
twist! With lots of audience 

             participation, songs and wordplay, 
             students see that stories can be 
            found everywhere and anywhere!

Imagination on the Loose!

• Literacy through storytelling,
          song and wordplay

• Creative writing and imagination

Nathalie Vachon has delighted audiences in 
Canada, the U.S. and Asia with her whimsical and 

imaginative tales. She effortlessly creates stories to spark the imagination, and 
delivers them with heart, warmth and an infectious love of storytelling.

AUD. MAX 100/ School fee 1 show $300 + HST/
2 shows $468 + HST/ 3 shows $624 + HST/ BIL /WS
Available Year-round 

       Self-described as “an Aruban by nature and a 
        Canadian by nurture,” Emerita Emerencia is a multilingual artist originally trained as 
          a teacher in Aruba. She has worked as a dance instructor at the University of 
           Toronto, as a choreographer for school projects with the National Ballet of Canada
             and as a librettist for the Canadian Opera Company. 

               AUD. MAX 100/ School fee 1 show $300 + HST/
2 shows $468 + HST/ 3 shows $624 + HST/ WS 

Available Feb/18 

• Folktales and fables as a means
for sharing life lessons

• Respect, kindness and
consideration for others

                            

             This interactive performance 
            demonstrates the value of humility and 
            the importance of sharing and respect.
            When Chabelita (a hand-puppet) 
            has a scary encounter with a mouse, 
            her auntie Emerita calms her with her 
            original version of the stories: The 
            Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, 
            The Ant and the Butterfly, and a tale of 
             African antelopes.

The Mouse, the Ant and the 
Antelopes

The Trillium Brass Quintet (TBQ) is a versatile and professional chamber group 
featuring some of Toronto’s finest brass musicians. Formed in 1996, TBQ has 
performed in recitals throughout Canada and the United States. The quintet 

maintains a strong commitment to education with their ambitious school 
show that demonstrates the virtuosity, beauty and fun of the brass family.

        AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $780+HST/ WS 
Available Year-round 

                • Introduction to the brass family
                      of instruments        
                • Elements of ensemble music

                  The Trillium Brass Quintet presents a 
                  bright and energetic look at music 
                  through the experience of the classic 
                  brass quintet (horn, trombone, tuba 
                 and two trumpets). Throughout the 
                 performance, students will hear new 
                 songs as well as recognizable 
                  favourites, presented by instruments 
                  they may have never seen before 
                  and learn how melody, rhythm, tempo 
                   and harmony combine to colour and 
                   enhance ideas and stories.  

Music Colours Stories

           This presentation offers an opportunity 
            to bring critically-acclaimed author 
             Rukhsana Khan to your classroom and 

learn about the inspiration and 
            writing process behind her award-

              winning books. Content is adapted to 
            meet the needs of audiences and 

ranges from explorations of South 
             Asian culture, to issues surrounding 
            poverty, immigration, and family.

Inspiration All Around

• Storytelling as a means to share
experiences and foster

         understanding

• Overcoming adversity and
discrimination

Born in Lahore, Pakistan, Rukhsana Khan is an 
award-winning storyteller and the author of eleven 

books who has been invited to speak on television and radio as well as several 
international conferences. In 2013, her Big Red Lollipop was celebrated by the New
York Public Library as one of the “Top 100 Great Children’s Books in 100 Years.” 
Rukhsana is also available for Skype visits.

AUD. MAX 100/ School fee 1 show $300 + HST/
2 shows $468 + HST/ 3 shows $624 + HST/ WS
Available Year-round 2423
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           In this vaudevillian performance about 
            a gutsy and endearing clown, 

Hurricane Gerty doles out ukulele
arias, off-the-wall puppetry, 
charismatic crowd-control and 
stupendous feats of spontaneous 
mirth in a singularly unforgettable 

             theatrical event. Always determined 
and hopeful, Gerty teaches 

audiences to embrace their own 
             vulnerabilities, even in the face of 
            ridiculous odds.

Hurricane Gerty

• One-person performance and
           the art of clowning 

• Using simple costume pieces and
props to create dramatic characters

Award-winning actress Edith Tankus was introduced to the art of clowning when 
studying the Pochinko Method. After years of training and working as a theatre 
performer in North America, she moved to Paris to study physical theatre and 
Le Jeu at L’École Jacques Lecoq and with Phillipe Gaulier.  In recent years, 
Edith has worked and toured extensively in the U.K. with companies such 
as Kneehigh and Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre.

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $690+HST 
Available Spring 2018  

The Mask Messenger is a tour-de-force
solo performance featuring nearly 
twenty masked characters. In this 
series of vignettes, body language, 

             character development and humour 
             are essential elements to allow 

audience members to laugh while 
learning that posture, smiles, slang 

and fashion are all “masks” we wear 
every day.

The Mask Messenger

• Historical, psychological, social
and theatrical uses of masks

• Using voice and body language to
create and enrich characters

AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $720+HST/ FR/ BIL/ WS 
Available Year-round  

DuffleBag Theatre is the “nearly world famous” troupe that intends to entertain 
the galaxy, one planet at a time. The company was founded in 1992 at the London 

International Children’s Festival (London, Ontario). Now based in Toronto, 
DuffleBag Theatre has grown from 4 to 14 actors who perform over 600 shows 

every year across Canada, the U.S. and internationally.

              AUD. MAX 300/ School fee $750+HST/ BIL         
Available Year-round  

• Improvisational theatre as a creative means to adapt conventional
storylines

• Using props and costumes to portray different characters and change
scenes

                          DuffleBag Theatre brings classic  
                         fairy tales and folktales to life in 
                        their signature fun-filled and  
                        humorous fashion, using 
                       audience members as the stars. 
                      Students are enchanted by the 
                      clever stagecraft and witty 
                      narration and thrilled to watch 
                     their peers be included in the 
                     company’s performances, 
                     especially when the performers 
                     don’t go exactly by the book!

Fairy Tales & Classics 

Since 1983, Faustwork Mask Theatre has appeared 
worldwide at a variety of venues, including The Sydney Opera House, and The 
Kennedy Centre in Washington, D.C. The company is committed to celebrating 
the art of the Mask with performances that challenge and delight audiences with 
a unique synthesis of theatre, physical comedy, music, dance and poetry. Artistic 
Director Rob Faust creates all masks used in Faustwork shows, out of wood, 
leather, Celastic or neoprene. 

Grades K-8 
1. Beauty and the Beast
2. Cinderella
3. Little Red Riding Hood
4. Peter Pan
5. Robin Hood
6. Romeo and Juliet
7. Rumpelstiltskin
8. Snow White
9. The Three Little Pigs
10. The Three Musketeers
11. A Christmas Carol
12. Twas the Night Before Christmas

Bilingual & French options
1. La belle et la bête
2. Cendrillon
3. Le petit chaperon rouge
4. Blanche-Neige
5. Les trois petits cochons
6. Les trois mousquetaires
7. La visite du Père Noël
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“Our students thoroughly enjoyed the performance! The actors were 
engaging, funny, and very entertaining...We look forward to having 

DuffleBag Theatre return to our school next year.” 
- Mr. Rochwerg, Teacher
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Named Outstanding Performing Artist of Windsor, Ontario, Leslie McCurdy has 
been touring with her historic plays for over twenty years across Canada and the 

U.S. Her brilliant solo performances are at once educational and inspirational, 
leaving a lasting impression on all who experience them.

AUD. MAX 250 (Sisters+Spirit)/ 80 (Hero)/ 
School fee $750 + HST (Sisters or Spirit)/

$1,140 + HST (Spirit + Hero)
Limited Availability

• Celebrating leading figures in Canadian and American Black History

• Using voice and body language to portray different characters

                        Written and performed by Leslie 
                       McCurdy, this one-woman play 
                       introduces audiences to four Black 
                      women who effected significant 
                      social changes in Canadian 
                     History. This docu-drama portrays 
                     real historical events, collected 
                     from primary and secondary 
                    sources, to share remarkable stories 
                    from the lives of Marie-Joseph 
                    Angélique –a slave from Montreal, 

Rose Fortune –the first female police 
officer in Canada, Mary-Ann Shadd – the 
first Black female newspaper publisher in 
Canada, and Viola Desmond, who’s fight 
against segregation is to be be honoured on 
the Canadian ten-dollar bill in 2018.

Things my Fore-Sisters Saw

This extraordinary play, written and performed by Leslie McCurdy, depicts the entire 
life story of Harriet Tubman, the African-American abolitionist slave who led so many 
of her peers to escape slavery through the Underground Railroad. Students will learn of 
the faith and conviction that drove Harriet to follow her dreams and the connection 
between the spirit of the past and present. 

Booked in combination with The Spirit of Harriet Tubman, this intimate and
interactive performance introduces primary students (K-2) to the remarkable life of 
Harriet Tubman. Leslie explores Harriet’s heroism with students using dolls to re-create
aspects of her life as a leading abolitionist and “conductor” on the Underground 
Railroad

The Spirit of Harriet Tubman

Harriet is my Hero 

Led by artist-educator Herbie 
Barnes, this unique residency 
program is a collaborative 

            learning experience between 
             artists, students and educators 

aimed at fostering a better 
understanding of the needs 

surrounding First Nation, Métis, 
and Inuit Education. 

The general format of the program 
consists of a full day where up to 4 

groups of approximately 15 students take
part in artist-led workshops to explore and 

            unpack their thoughts, feelings and questions 
            surrounding Canadian and Aboriginal history, culture
                      and contemporary issues. These open discussions will then 

guide the drama-based activities through which the students develop scenes to be 
incorporated in a performance for a school audience. In the afternoon, all 4 groups get 
together to share their work and rehearse, followed by the performance they present 
alongside the artists. 

Young people continuously try to make meaningful connections between their learning 
and personal experiences. Creative exploration can be a catalyst for deeper 
understanding and self-discovery in a complex world. It is our hope that in working 
together with young people, we can empower them to investigate Canada’s 
Aboriginal history.

 Where Have All the Natives
    Gone?

• Inquiry-based learning

• Historical and contemporary perspectives of Aboriginal peoples

Actor, playwright, director and dramaturge Herbie Barnes is an Anishinaabe from 
Aundeck Omni Kaning, Manitoulin Island. He is best known for his role as Joseph in 
the film Dance Me Outside and on the CBC series The Rez. As an artist-educator, Her-
bie has worked throughout inner city high schools, private schools, universities, and 
with many theatre companies. 

AUD. MAX 60/ School fee $1,200+HST 
Limited Availability   
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“Her performance was brilliant and inspiring. We felt that 
           Harriet Tubman visited our school and we were captivated by 

Leslie’s storytelling techniques.” –Teacher, Toronto

‘’Thank you for helping us on the journey. Whether it just started off 
for some of us or pushed others further along, it impacted everyone 
to connect with a critical piece of who we are and who we can be.’’ 
–Ellyn Waldman, Buttonville P.S. Re
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 Theatre Direct Canada

           

 Tottering Biped Theatre

New 
Artist

Founded by Trevor Copp in 2008, Tottering Biped Theatre emphasizes highly 
physical and social issue oriented work. Trevor studied theatre and mime at the 

Marcel Marceau School in Paris and has been recognized with awards such as 
the Ontario Presents Artist of the Year and a Chalmers Fellowship. He is an 

actor, director, contact improvisation practitioner, and a former Latin Ballroom 
Dance competitor.

    AUD. MAX 350/ School fee $600+HST/ FR/BIL  
Available Oct-Dec/17  

• Storytelling through Mime
• How body language, movement

and facial expressions can create
characters, scenes, and express 
feelings

This impressive performance 
presents a series of short stories 
performed through the traditional 
French storytelling technique of 
Mime. Using his original take on 
physical theatre, Trevor Copp 
presents an underwater adventure, a 
frantic search for a missing prized 
possession, a dreamer who is 
fascinated with the stars and a man 
determined to learn how to fly.

Physical Illusions

PU
PPETRY

Rag & Bone Puppet 
Th

ea
tr

e

New 
Show
                  Tottie is a kindhearted wooden 

                   doll who lives in a shoebox with 
her loving, mismatched family. 

One day, their dream of living in a 
real doll house comes true, but their
happiness is threatened when one 

of the original residents returns. 
Based on the acclaimed book by 

Rumer Godden, Rag & Bone Puppet 
             Theatre share a story about 
          acceptance, inclusion, self-sacrifice, 
         and making good choices.

The Dolls’ House

• Storytelling through puppetry and
music

• Elements of stage production and
dramatic adaptations of literature

AUD. MAX 200/ School fee $720+HST 
Available Oct/17 and Apr/18

Rag & Bone Puppet Theatre has toured across Canada and the U.S. since 
1978. Founders John Nolan and Kathy MacLellan are joined by musician 
Ainsley McNeaney in productions of exceptional creativity and value for 
young audiences. The company believes in simple and aesthetically 
beautiful effects that encourage imagination and new ways of looking 
at things.

Theatre Direct Canada is one of the country’s leading theatres for young 
audiences. The company’s work has been recognized with 8 Dora Mavor 

Moore Awards, 10 Chalmers Canadian Play Awards, and the Canada 
Council Theatre for Young Audiences Prize. For over 40 years, they have 

created and provided meaningful theatre experiences for, with, and by 
young people throughout Ontario, across Canada and overseas. 

        AUD. MAX 90/(3 Classes) School fee $660+HST   
Limited Availability

• Play-based learning as a vehicle
for personal expression and 
risk-taking 

• Exploring communication through
sounds, rhythms, and language structures

                                            Lost & Found is an engaging day-long
                 program created for the very youngest
                 learners to enhance play-based 
                 learning. In the morning, artists use 
                 found objects in interactive 
                 workshops to introduce elements of 
                 puppetry and storytelling that are 
                  then put into action in an afternoon 
                  performance that includes live music 
                   and curious characters made out of 
                   everyday items! 

Lost & Found
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Prologue Arts Champion Awards

In 2016, the Prologue Arts Champion Awards were launched to recognize 
educators, community leaders and presenters who work tirelessly to 
ensure that young people have access to performing arts experiences. 
The Award is made annually to up to three individuals who exemplify the 
vision that Prologue has supported for over half a century!

2016 – Christine Jackson (Program Coordinator, The Arts, Toronto District     
            School Board /tdsbCREATES)

2017 – Tracy Reid (Teacher/FSL liaison, Algoma District School Board)

2017 – Genny Weerdenburg (Principal, District School Board of Niagara)

1-888-591-9092  -  www.prologue.org



The experience of combining a live performance with in-class workshops 
allows students to personally explore a specific art form or receive focused 

technical instructions from professional artists. Students can also demonstrate the 
skills they learn by presenting them at a separate school concert, event or assembly. 

All-Star Poets (p.5): Poetry writing and performance Cost $480 - $600 + HST Grade 
level 6-12 Aud. Max. 30 per group Notes: Available as 4 simultaneous workshops if
booked with performance or 4 consecutive workshops if booked separately.

Ballet Creole (p.9): Afro-Caribbean Dance  Cost $300 - $840 + HST  Grade level
1-12  Aud. Max.  75 Notes: If 2 or more workshops are booked in advance of a school
performance, students can take part in a flash mob during the show.

Bboyizm (p.10):Foundations of B-boying Cost $600 + HST Grade level 4-12 Aud. 
Max. 30 Notes: Two simultaneous workshops.Must be booked with performance.

Cadence (p.13): Master Vocals Cost $780 + HST  Grade level 4-12  Aud. Max. 60

Canada’s Ballet Jörgen (p.10): Dance, Demystified!  Cost $360 - $720 + HST
Grade level 5-8   Aud. Max. 40 Notes: Available in 1hr or 2 hr formats.

Emerita Emerencia (p.23): Character Building Cost $324 + HST Grade level K-8
Aud. Max. 100 Notes: Must be booked with performance.

Esmeralda Enrique Spanish Dance Company (p.11): Flamenco Movement
Cost $300 + HST   Grade level 4-8   Aud. Max. 30 Notes: Must be booked with
performance.

Fana Soro (p.15): West African Drumming and Dance Cost $210 + HST
Grade level K-12  Aud. Max. 30 Notes: Must be booked with performance or in sets
of 4 sessions

Faustwork Mask Theatre (p.26): Mask Movement  Cost $270 - $810 + HST
Grade level 4-8  Notes: Must be booked with performance or in sets of 3 sessions

Ivan Coyote (p.6): Somewhere Over the Rainbow Sticker Cost $799-$1,299 + HST
Grade level 6-12  Aud. Max. 60 Notes: Special pricing if booked with performance

Mike Ford (p.18): Rapid-Fire Songwriting  Cost $324-$624 + HST  Grade level 4-12
Aud. Max. 30 Notes: Special pricing if booked in sets of 2 or 3 sessions

 

WORKSHOPSWORKSHOPS
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Nathalie Vachon (p.24): Stumbling Upon a Story (creative writing)  Cost $324 + HST
Grade level 4-8  Aud. Max. 100  Notes: Must be booked with performance.

Millan & Faye (p.17): Stage performance and libretto-writing Cost $300 + HST
Grade level 3-12  Aud. Max. 30 Notes: Must be booked with performance.

Rukhsana Khan (p.24): Beyond the Stories  Cost $324 + HST Grade level K-8
Aud. Max. 30 Notes: Must be booked with performance

Susanna Hamnett (p.7): Shakespeare and Wordplay Cost $300 + HST
Grade level 6-12  Aud. Max. 30  Notes: Must be booked with performance or in sets
of 2 sessions

TorQ Percussion Quartet (p.22): Ensemble and Creative Music Percussion Cost $480
+ HST Grade level K-12 Aud. Max. 30 Notes: Must be booked with performance.

Tribal Vision Dance (p.12): First Nations Song & Dance  Cost $360-$900 + HST
Grade level 1-12  Aud. Max. 50   Notes: Booked in sets of 2 or more.

Trillium Brass Quintet (p.23): Brass and Ensemble Fundamentals Cost $180 + HST
Grade level 6-12 Aud. Max. 30  Notes: Must be booked with performance.

wind in the leaves collective (p.8): Interdisciplinary creations Cost $368-$984 + HST
Grade level 9-12  Aud. Max. 30  Notes: Booked in sets of 2 or more.

     
     French & Bilingual Programming

Our 2017-2018 programming offers 28 dynamic and interactive French and 
bilingual performances for all levels of learning. Through dance, music, 
storytelling and theatre, students can experience French as a living lan-
guage while having fun and engaging in artistic activities.

Prologue offre un choix de 28 spectacles interactifs et ateliers spécialement 
conçus pour les étudiants des programmes de français langue seconde. 
Notre programmation artistique bilingue ou entièrement en français offre 
une expérience culturelle enrichissante en permettant aux élèves 
d’apprendre selon leur niveau, tout en se divertissant. L’équipe Prologue 
comprend du personnel qualifié en mesure de répondre à tous vos appels 
et vos courriels en français. 

1-888-591-9092  -  www.prologue.org



French & Bilingual Programming
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Thank you for Your Generous 
Support!

Board of Directors

Melvin Hurst, Chair
Hasan Makansi, Acting Vice-Chair

Ivana Corovic, Treasurer
Michelle Yeung, Secretary

Timothy Fitzsimmons
Lina Garcia

Julie Hanson
Marcus Lundgren (Artist Rep)

Pat McCarthy
Kevin A. Ormsby

Christopher Rzepa

Founders

Jane Bishop
Joan McCordic

Joan Osler (deceased)
Mary Mingie

Susan Rubes (deceased)

Honorary Members

Bram Morrison (Life Member)
Eric Nagler

Frank Augustyn
Martha Burns

Michael Burgess
Paula Butterfield (Life Member)

Susan Daniel (Life Member)
Walter Pitman

Arts Education Partnerships

Alliance Française Toronto 
ArtStarts in Schools (BC)

Canadian Caribbean Association of Halton
Canadian Network for Arts and Learning (CNAL)

Canadian Parents for French (CPF)
Ontario Presents

Council of Ontario Drama/Dance Educators (CODE)
Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario (ETFO)

Français pour l’avenir  – Franconnexion
Harbourfront Centre

Ontario Modern Language Teachers’ Association (OMLTA)
Ontario Music Educators’ Association (OMEA)

Ontario Library Association
Parents Engaged in Education

Professional Arts Organizations Network for Education (PAONE)
SPARC – Supporting Performing Arts in Rural Communities (Ontario)

Toronto Alliance for the Performing Arts (TAPA)
Toronto Arts Council

Toronto District School Board 
Toronto Catholic District School Board

Toronto Public Library
Toronto Storytellers Festival

Wee Festival of Theatre and Culture for Early Years (Theatre Direct Canada)

Bboyizm:  Performance: L’évolution du “Break”  Workshop: Les bases du  B-boying
Language: BIL/FR  Pg.10

Canada’s Ballet Jörgen:  Performance: Le lapin de velours Workshop:La danse
démystifiée!  Language: BIL/FR  Pg.10

CréaSon: Performance: L’école-logique!  Language: BIL/FR  Pg.15

Fana Soro: Performance: Yamo! Yamo! Salutations d’Afrique de l’Ouest! Workshop: 
Atelier de percussions et danses d’Afrique de l’Ouest  Language: BIL/FR  Pg.15

Jack and Cosima Grunsky: Performance: Tel père, tel fille: traditions de musique
familiale  Language: BIL  Pg.16

Jack Grunsky: Performance: Partout où les enfants chantent  Language: BIL Pg.17

Mike Ford:  Performance: Le Canada a besoin de vous!/ Le retour d’Étienne Brûlé
Workshop: Les mots qui chantent  Language: BIL/FR  Pg.18

Philippe Flahaut:  Performance: Le voyage de monsieur Philippe
Language: BIL/FR  Pg.19

Quintroversy Woodwind Quintet: Performance: Pierre et le loup
Language: BIL/FR  Pg.19

Silk Road Music: Performance: Parlons de la Chine/ Jou Tou- La francophonie
autour du globe Language: BIL/FR  Pg.21

Sultans of String: Performance: Un monde musical Language: BIL Pg.20

Nathalie Vachon: Performance: L’imagination en cavale!  Language: BIL Pg.24

DuffleBag Theatre: Performance: Histoires et contes  Language: BIL Pg.25

Faustwork Mask Theatre: Performance: Le masque est le message Workshop: 
Masque et théâtre de mouvement Language: BIL/FR  Pg.26

Tottering Biped Theatre:  Performance: Illusions physiques Language: BIL  Pg.29
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